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she had, however, as it were, to admit into partnership, in
her plan for dominating Poland, the vigilant King of Prussia.
On April n, 1764, a Russo-Prussian treaty of alliance was
signed. The two monarchs guaranteed each other's territories;
and they undertook, with regard to Poland, that they would
maintain there the elective monarchy and " that it be per-
mitted to nobody to make the said kingdom hereditary."
The outcome of this unholy compact for interference with
the domestic affairs of a neighbour state was the Partition and
eventual extinction of Poland, and political unrest in Eastern
Europe for the next hundred and fifty years.
Though the Russo-Prussian alliance of 1764 secured to
Frederick equal power with Catherine over Poland, it was the
interfering and ambitious Empress who gained and took all
the advantage. By the year 1768 she had practically won com-
plete control of Poland; Russian troops were in Warsaw,
supporting Russia's puppet, Stanislaus. Catherine, though
once a German Lutheran, was now more Russian than her
own subjects; she demanded that Polish c dissidents '—that
is, Orthodox Poles—should have the same political privileges
as the predominant majority of Roman Catholic Poles. King
Stanislaus Poniatowski could not resist the demand, but a
* confederation' of opposition Polish nobles did. They
obtained Turkish support, and thus began, October 6, 1768,
Catherine's First Turkish War. The Russian army and navy
were beating the Turks; the Turkish fleet was destroyed by
the Russian Admiral Greig in 1770 off Tchesm6, in the JEgean.
Joseph II of Austria began to decide that he must intervene
against Russia, or the conquering Catherine would advance the
I&ussian standards up to his frontier. An Austro-Russian war
woold harc brought in Frederick of Prussia on the side of
Russia, tmd^r the alliance of 1764. War is always risky; and
Frederick, having twice fought Austria for Silesia, and having
narrowly escaped destruction and the loss of the precious prov-
ince both times, did not wish to try a third throw. As a way
of composing the differences between Catherine and Joseph,
and gaining, what every monarch in those days liked, a little

